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from Weddign blogger Ellen, »Frieda Therés«

FROM THE FEATURE

Wood & Fire  

INVITING TABLES

WATER FROM GLASS BOTTLES

MENU CARDS

If you have invited guests an inviting and appealing 
table decorated to suit the occasion is a must. It’s 
not just a beautiful eye catcher but a sign of respect 
towards the guest and the occasion you are enjoying 
together.

Glass is a sign of style, as well as a flair for quality 
and beauty. Fresh mineral water from (unopened) 
glass bottles is a perfect accompaniment to any 
kind of dinner and with any wine. Bottles on the 
table also mean guests can help themselves as 
needed. Dedicated water glasses are therefore also 
an essential.

For a festive touch or special occasions like 
Christmas or birthdays menu cards are a great way 
to wow your guests. They will also appreciate the 
preview of the treats to come. Individual menus are 
a popular souvenir to take home after great night 
you will want to remember. 
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BLUMEN

TABLE LINEN

Nothing livens up your table like fresh flowers. 
They can do magic! And they are the perfect way 
to accentuate your decorative choices. Make sure 
not to opt for tall stems so as not to block anyone’s 
view of their opposite

My tip: use several small vases or other glass 
vessels and spread your flowers all around the 
table. 

Whether or not to opt for a table cloth is a personal 
choice and depends on the occasion. Fresh white 
linen gives your table an elegant look while a bare 
wooden surface creates a warmer atmosphere. 
So you will have to search your own style heart to 
make this decision. Fabric napkins, however, are 
non-negotiable. They have a far superior feel to 
paper ones and you should definitely treat yourself 
and your guests to this upgrade.
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SMALL STARTERS

CANDLES AND APPROPRIATE LIGHTING

Olives, bread, antipasti or even figs and grapes – 
small appetizers deliciously arranged will not only 
quicken our guests’ appetite but also make them 
feel welcome.

No table or proper dinner without candles. They 
add warmth and coziness to your setting and make 
for excellent decoration. Try playing with opposites 
and combines taper candles in stick with tea lights. 


